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Abstract - National Stock Exchange (NSE) is generating enormous amount of valuable stocks trading data. This paper presents a design and implementation of low cost, effective stock analysis and prediction system based on technical information of stocks listed on National Stock Exchange. Stocks exchanged by buyers and sellers in stock exchange which generate huge transactional trading data on daily basis. Analyzing data for more than thousand stocks on day-to-day basis is monotonous, time consuming and error-prone. Hence, there is need for system which is low cost and effective to scan through daily and historical transaction data to analyze and predict stocks to buy for quick gains in short term.

Index Terms – Stock Analysis, Stock Prediction, NSE.

I. INTRODUCTION

As part of fund raising exercise, companies issues shares to pubic and institutions. Investor acquires partial ownership in company by purchasing shares. A stock market is a place where public listed company stocks are traded. Stocks are exchanged among buyer and seller which generate transactional data. Stock prices change as per demand and supply. Trading data is captured by stock exchange which is non-linear, fluctuating and time variant. More meaningful information is hidden in trading data which is time-consuming and difficult for human being to extract without powerful tools. Thus analyzing and forecasting trading data is highly challenging.

Investors, stock brokers and trading forms are analyzing trading data to predict future movement of stocks. Mostly traders use technical analysis data information for short to mid-term investment horizon. Fundamental analysis is taken into consideration for mid-term to long term investment horizon. Typically analyst are looking for day end stock closing, high, low and day open price along with volumes traded. Studying this information for hundreds of stocks on day-to-day basis is time-consuming, tiring and error-prone hence they are relying on powerful stock analysis tools to analyze stocks past trading data and predict future stock movement.

II. RELATED WORK

In order to analyze and forecast stocks, most of the researchers have used data mining methodologies like decision tree, association rule, clustering, artificial intelligence, support vector machine, genetic algorithm, regression, fuzzy system, time series mining and mixed methods etc.

Muh-Cheng Wu et al.[1], presented a method for stock trading by combining the filter rule and the decision tree technique to generate candidate trading points. They also considered past and the future information in clustering the trading points.

Tsang P.M. et al [2], have conducted study on building a stock buying, selling alert system using back propagation neural networks. The system was trained and tested with past price data from Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation Holdings over the period of one year in 2004.

Lee and Chen [3], have used technical indicators as input variables to feed forward neural network for prediction of NASDAQ and Taiwan Stock Exchange.

El-Baky et al., [4], proposed a new approach for fast forecasting of stock market prices using new high speed time delay neural networks (HSTDNNs). They confirm the theoretical computations of the approach by using MATLAB tool to simulate results.

Jianfei Wu et al. [5], have compared clustering algorithm with core patterns and noticed that core patterns are more stable as stock price evolves. Their algorithm accepts only one parameter which is more effective as compared with the DBSCAN clustering algorithm.

In this system, we have used mixed approach like clustering, decision tree and filtering rules.

III. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION OF SYSTEM

To forecast National Stock Exchange market precisely is a very complex task till date. We propose to build simple user friendly stock analysis and prediction system based on technical data, derived from raw trading data generated by National Stock Exchange. Analysis based on this model will improve accuracy in identifying good stocks to invest for quick gain in short term. Proposed analysis and prediction system will be user friendly, easy to operate, low cost flexible and effective. Analysis of stocks provide clear categories of uptrend, down trend stocks, daily price gainer and loser, increase and decrease volumes, defensive stocks, most volatile stocks for intraday and short term investment strategy. Depending on investors’ financial requirements and risk taking capacity, investor can choose investment strategies suitable to his style with the help of this system.
System will collect raw history data from various locations primarily from National Stock Exchange website and store it in database. We prefer to use open source database to scripting language which is compatible for simple web based client server architecture. Various data mining methodologies are used on filter, classify and categorize data by extracting useful patterns or rules to represent it in simple form for investor. Investors, as per his investment goals, can choose stocks analyzed by this system. Investor requires any web browser to access stock analyzed web-page.

**Use case diagram**

Use case diagram for effective stock analysis and prediction system is as shown below.

[Diagram of stock analysis and prediction system]

**Architecture**

Effective, Low cost, user friendly GUI and flexible analysis and prediction system are high priorities so we used open source scripting language PHP, JavaScript, Apache web server and MYSQL database using multi-tier client server request response architecture. End users will use any web browser to access this system which provides plug and play of different strategies on demand.

**Input - NSE stock trading data**

Input of proposed system is NSE stock trading data. National Stock Exchange is recording daily trading data and publishes it at the NSE website after end of trading hours. This data is available in comma separated value (CSV) format and database format. Historical data is also available for all past trading sessions which can be used for analysis purpose.

**Sample Input data stock trading data**

 SYMBOL, SERIES, OPEN, HIGH, LOW, CLOSE, LAST, PREV_CLOSE, TOT_TRD_QTY, TOT_TRD_VAL, TIMESTAMP, TOTAL_TRADES, ISIN
20MICRONS,EQ,30.85,31.45,30.6,30.75,31.45,30.75,1582699.2,15-JUL-2015,219,INE144J01027
3INFOTECH,BE,4,4.35,4.15,4.35,4.35,4.15,1927403,8183028.75,15-JUL-2015,994,INE748C01020
3MINDIA,EQ,8199.9,8329,8161.3,8200.85,8310,8194.15,15-JUL-2015,994,INE748C01020
8KIMILES,EQ,900,929,890.3,897.35,892,894.85,47010,42748144.55,15-JUL-2015,3728,INE767A01016
AARTIDRUGS,EQ,669.4,694.95,666.1,681.75,686,662.95,113338,77643890.75,15-JUL-2015,3728,INE767A01016

**Steps for Implementation**

1. **Data collection** - Retrieve daily trading data in comma separated format from NSE website after trading hours which reflects day closing prices of NSE listed stocks.
2. **Select and cleanse data** – Select, cleanse and map gathered data to predefined format.
3. **Data Processing** - Process gathered data to predefined model.
4. **Apply data mining techniques** - Identify patterns from mapped and processed data using various data mining techniques.
5. **Prediction** - Make a prediction based on analyzed data to flash buy or sell or wait signal for investors.
6. **Data Retention** – Retain history of prediction and other related data in system.
Output - NSE stock analysis and prediction
Output of proposed system is user friendly, web browser providing various tabs for different category of stocks analysis like stocks in uptrend, downtrend, price gainers and losers, overbought and oversold stocks, stock volume increased and decreased, defensive stocks, high volatile stocks etc. and dashboard tab for stock prediction. Below screen snapshot of system is showing system overbought stocks tab.

Screen snapshot of system depicting overbought stocks category-

IV. RESULTS
System output shows different tabs for NSE stock analysis on various categories like stocks in uptrend, downtrend, daily stock gainers, losers, volume increased and decreased as well as stock prediction for short term quick gain. Below screen snapshot shows dashboard recommending stocks to buy. We have compiled forecasted stocks and it’s appreciation on next trading day to capture accuracy of the system.

System stock prediction and it’s actual results are compared to arrive at accuracy and efficiency of system. Stock analysis for one complete trading week, we noticed average stock prediction accuracy of 73.95% which is much better on next trading day, effective with simple, user-friendly, flexible and low cost system. We can formulate and attach various trading strategies as per investor’s expectation on returns. Compilation of system stock prediction and next day end of day status of predicted stock price is shown below with graph.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents design and implementation of low cost, simple, user-friendly and effective National Stock Exchange (NSE) stocks analysis and prediction for short term quick gains. Implemented system is flexible enough to attach various trading strategies to cater investors, brokers and trading firm’s financial goals. This system is configured for cash market and short term gain prospective. With minor configuration changes it can be useful for derivatives and commodity market as well. Different trading strategies can be configured as per investor’s risk and reward appetite.

This system framework can be customized for various stock markets across the world for different financial market products with modifications. Security of system can be enhanced with proper authentications and other methods. Based on number of users load balancing and failover architecture can be implemented to provide high availability and around the clock service.
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